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Editor’s Comments
I had the opportunity in June to attend the 14th Annual Rail
Festival at Carillon Park. This was my first time to attend and I
was very impressed with what I saw. This show caters to kids,
but there was quite a bit of stuff for all us big kids as well. I have
some photos which I will try to use in the July H&M.
The Union Pacific 4014 will begin on July 8, 2019 touring
the Midwest and stopping at most of the major cities that UP services. The closest it gets to Cincinnati will be the last weekend in
July when it will be in West Chicago.
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Cincinnati Railroad Club News
July 5, 2019
By Randy Krumm

PROGRAMS AT FUTURE MEETINGS
July 11th (2nd Thur.)

InnoTrans 2018 - Europe’s Mega Train Trade Show, plus Switzerland, France and
the Netherlands – Paul Grether

August 8th (2nd Thur.) Trains… A Less Locomotive-Centric Look at Railroads – George Hamlin
September 5th

Traffic Flow Then & Now – Photographic Insights from a Former Tower Block
Operator – Pete White (Marion Union Station & AC Tower)

October 3rd

Cheviot Hill – Mike Brestel

November 7th

Show Your 20 Best Slides or Digital Photos – All Club Members!

TRIPS & EVENTS
August 10th

Summerail in Marion, Ohio

August 31st

Blue Ash Flyer trip, presented by Ohio Rail Experience, round-trip from Bond Hill to
Blue Ash. This will be a “purchase your own ticket” outing. This trip was supposed to
appear on their website sometime in June, but the posting of all their Fall trips was
delayed for some reason. They just confirmed that this trip should appear on their web
site very shortly, at which time you’ll be able to purchase your ticket(s). The website
is: www.ohiorailexperience.com

October 12 & 13

NMRA Division 7 Model Train & Trade Show. We will again have tables at this
huge show, which is coordinated by Club member Roy Hord. We were very successful
last year, thanks to several members who volunteered their time to man our tables. Can
YOU help out this year?

November 9th

CRRC Annual Banquet at the Manor House restaurant in Springdale

December

Our “traditional” December Streetcar Ride and Lunch at Harvest Pizzeria in OTR
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President’s Comments
By Randy Krumm
I hope you had a very enjoyable Independence Day!
Our next two Club meetings will be on July 11th and August 8th. Please note them on your calendar before you continue reading! The Programs for each of these meetings will be both interesting and unique;
check them out on the Club News page.
We tried having other Club activities in June and July two years ago. There was minimal interest/
availability, so these two months have become our “summer break” from non-meeting events. Summerail in
Marion, OH, on August 10th will mark the resumption of activities, and it will be “double-header” month with
the Blue Ash Flyer excursion closing things out on Saturday, August 31st (see Club News for a bit more on the
latter).
We will be voting at our October 3rd meeting to fill (5) positions on the Club’s Board. In preparation for
this vote, an Election Committee will be appointed this month to seek candidates. If you have any interest in
how the Club operates, and/or the direction the Club is taking, please consider becoming a candidate! As an
FYI, the Club now has Directors/Officers Insurance for the Club’s Board and Officers, in addition to a General
Liability policy for the Club itself.
One of the topics for the Board’s July 11th meeting will be the search for a new “permanent Club location”.
We will start by discussing and voting on (what I believe should be) the starting point of this conversation: do
we need a new “permanent location”? If the consensus is “Yes”, then (again in my opinion) we need to discuss and vote on what the requirements should be for any potential “permanent location” to be considered.
The answers to these questions will provide clear guidelines for a Search Committee to proceed. It is my expectation that this will be a “lively” conversation, and that we may wish to spread the conversation over multiple Board meetings so there is sufficient opportunity to hear and reflect on opinions from anyone who is interested in expressing them. So, if you are interested in having a voice, and/or hearing these discussions about a
key issue for your Club’s future, please plan to attend the July 11th (and possibly subsequent) Board Meeting.
I will close by mentioning that in June we received very significant orders of Club books from both the
Cincinnati Museum Center Store and the C&O Historical Society. The new Museum Center Store has been a
great outlet for the Club’s books since its post-renovation opening, and I would like to thank the C&O Historical Society for choosing to purchase a very significant quantity of our Trainspotting book for their 50th Annual
Conference here in the Cincinnati area July 31st – August 4th. I encourage you to check out the new Museum
Center Store, where all four of the Club’s books are available for purchase, and you may also wish to express
“thanks” to all CRRC members who are also members of the C&O Historical Society.
That’s all for now; see you on July 11th and enjoy the rest of the summer!
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Berwick, Ohio—Forgotten Railroad Junction
Contributed by Paul Grether
On Saturday April 13, 2019 a small intrepid expeditionary group of Club members took a field trip to northwest Ohio. The mission was two-fold. The primary mission was to secure a program for a future fall Club
meeting. The subject of this article however, is the secondary mission to observe, record and discover rail history artifacts and observe active rail operations in multiple locations throughout this sector of Ohio. A discovery was made which after researching (back home) turned out to be fascinating. Basic railfanning!
We stopped in various towns to check things out but that can be the subject of another article. The most
interesting stop was unintentional. After we left Bucyrus we headed north to Fostoria. Based on our SPV
Railroad Atlas (highly recommended for any field trip) we were driving parallel to the abandoned eastern division of the Toledo & Ohio Central (T&OC). As a result of this trip, similar to what many Club members have
certainly experienced afterwards I sought out to learn the history of what had been observed in the field. I
learned a fascinating part of railroad history:
The T&OC, which later became part of the Big Four/New York Central, was developed as a connection between Toledo and Lake Erie with West Virginia. It was one of the more far flung parts of the New York Central System. Essentially operating duplicative mainlines it had parallel Eastern and Western Divisions between
Toledo and Thurston Ohio, just south of Columbus. At its pre-war peak the New York Central was slowly taking controlling interest in the line. The NYC saw the need for investment to increase the ability of the line to
handle traffic. The NYC wanted to try a new technology being developed by General Railway Signal company (GRS) called “Centralized Traffic Control” (CTC). This technology was developed to replace the old train
order control system with a new system that required fewer staff to operate (reducing the need for intermediate
staffed towers), was safer and increased the capacity of the line by allowing a single operator at a CTC board
to see all of the signal blocks and occupancy, control signals and route trains in real time over a large stretch of
railroad.
The NYC selected the T&OC line from Berwick Ohio to Stanley Yard (Toledo) for the world’s first installation of CTC by General Railway Signal. Berwick was an important junction between the T&OC and the
Big Four with traffic from the Cincinnati line (including passenger trains) turning north on the T&OC towards
Toledo and Detroit. Effective 1927 the line was completely controlled from a new CTC panel located in Fostoria. Much has been written about this installation and it was considered a big success. Many other railroads
visited the T&OC in the late 1920s to see and evaluate this pioneering technology which was quickly duplicated on railroads around the country and the world.
While in the early years there was enough traffic to support the duplicative infrastructure of the T&OC, as
traffic decreased it became a liability despite attempts at directional running and other strategies after World
War Two. Today it is hard to imagine the importance that this line had in the development of railroad signaling technology around the world. The railroad junction with the NYC/Big Four Sandusky/Cincinnati at Berwick is now completely gone, along with much of the once important junction town of Berwick with both lines
having been abandoned in the Penn Central/early Conrail era. A few farmhouses remain but where the farms
have not reclaimed the rights-of-way the substantial roadbed construction of the T&OC can still be clearly seen
along with the occasional artifact such as mileposts and whistle markers, sticks of rail, old ties and spikes.
This was the starting point of the first use of modern signaling technology, which is still in use worldwide and
is being upgraded with the advent of positive train control technology.
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(Berwick, Ohio—Forgotten Railroad Junction, Cont. from Page 4)
The author would like to thank both Mike Weber (who drove) and David Michaels for inviting me, waiting
for me at Glendale and putting up with my incessant pointing out of abandoned interurban rights-of-way.
Further reading:
A Sampling of Penn Central: Southern Region on Display Jerry Taylor, Indiana University Press, 1973 and
2000 [available through the Cincinnati/Hamilton County Public Library]
SPV’s Comprehensive Railroad Atlas of North America Including Interurbans: Great Lakes East Mike Walker, published in England by Stuart Andrews/SPV
Train Order “The History Corner” Vol. #38, September 2017, newsletter Division One of the North Central
Region of the National Model Railroad Association
Internet:
Abandoned Eastern Division of the T&OC write-up: http://www.abandonedrails.com/Toledo_to_Heath
T&OC system map: http://www.multimodalways.org/docs/railroads/companies/T&OC/T&OC%20System%
20Map%2010-1907.pdf
What the T&OC was like from the perspective of the train crew: http://www.columbusrailroads.com/new/pdf/
T&OCnorthbound3.pdf
Caption to the picture of the dispatcher at the first CTC board:
Here is a first-hand account of operation with the new system as given in an address by Mr. J. J. Brinkworth of the New York Central Railroad before the Signal Section of the Association of American Railroads in
1947.
“. .I was particularly involved in centralized traffic control in 1927. I went to Rochester, to the General
Railway Signal Company plant, and saw the actual machine there. I, of course, became acquainted with
Mr. S. N. Wight of that Company, who studied out the details of the CTC machine. I went to his house and in
the back room we talked it over in detail for hours. Then we came to 1927, when the final date was set to
install centralized traffic control on the Toledo & Ohio Central and put it into service. Needless to say, we
were all over at Fostoria, Ohio, and we watched the progress of the various signals being put in along the
approximately 40 miles of railroad between Toledo and Berwick. Then, after a comparatively short time,
trains started to move over that piece of single track for the first time without train orders.
“I recall very distinctly, as we had supper in the hotel at Fostoria and got through, I said to the gang, I do
not know what you fellows are going to do tonight, but I’m going over to the tower at Fostoria and stay there
until I see a non-stop meet. Well, they all decided that if the boss was going over, the rest of the gang had better go, too. So we went over to the tower at Fostoria in the evening. The dispatcher was there and he was just
filled up with enthusiasm on this new gadget called centralized traffic control Along about 10:00 o’clock, he
just yelled right out loud, “Here comes a non-stop meet’’. Well, we all gathered around the machine and
watched the lights that you know all about, watched the lights come towards each other and pass each other
without stopping.
“That, to me, and to you, too, was history on American railroads, the first non-stop meet on single track
without train orders, of course, that we knew of. We waited at Fostoria until the southbound train arrived
there and you never saw such enthusiasm in your life as was in the minds and hearts of that crew, the first
non-stop meet of which they had ever heard.’’
(Continued on Page 6)
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Mr. J. J. Brinkworth of the New York Central Railroad. See his
address to the Signal Section of the Association of American
Railroads in 1947 on the previous page.

A few farmhouses remain but where the farms have not reclaimed the rights-of-way the substantial roadbed
construction of the T&OC can still be clearly seen along with the occasional artifact such as mileposts and
whistle markers, sticks of rail, old ties and spikes. This was the starting point of the first use of modern signaling technology, which is still in use worldwide and is being upgraded with the advent of positive train control
technology.
(Continued on Page 7)
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RAILS ACROSS NORTH AMERICA—PART TWO
By Jeff Hirsh
It was not officially designated as a “quiet car,” but I doubt this guy had any idea what quiet is anyway.
His voice boomed through the coach on the Coast Starlight, sharing his opinion with somebody out there in
Cell Phone World. But what he said was nice to hear.
“I took the train,” he said …or rather, he almost shouted. “The seats are so much bigger than on an airplane. There’s so much room. This is great!”
And so, it can be done. Despite all the negative things we hear about Amtrak (many of which are indeed
true), it is possible to have a terrific experience over thousands of miles by train. For the most part, I had ontime arrivals, clean equipment, awesome scenery, friendly fellow passengers, upbeat crew members, and good
food.
To bring us back up to speed (79 mph in some places, 39 mph in others), I took a post-retirement “Rails
Across North America” trip earlier this year. In previous “H&M,” I reviewed Trip #1: Cincinnati-New YorkMontreal-Toronto-Vancouver-Seattle-Glenview (suburban Chicago), 6664 miles over about two weeks.
Trip #2 was Chicago-Sacramento on the California Zephyr (2353 miles), Sacramento-Los Angeles on the
Coast Starlight (671 miles), Los Angeles-New Orleans on the Sunset Limited (1995 miles), New OrleansCharlotte on the Crescent (676 miles), Charlotte-DC on the Carolinian (479 miles), DC-Chicago on the Capitol
Limited (780 miles), and Chicago back to Cincinnati on our very own Cardinal (319 miles). Total for trip #2,
7273 miles. 3 weeks with stops. Total for both trips, 13,937 miles.
Rather than going in chronological train order for this trip report #2, I’ll explain the many highlights and
yes, the lowlights as well.
Best Train: California Zephyr. Best scenery by far. West of Denver, you never want to leave the Sightseer
Lounge. Rivals the “Canadian” for mountain and river valley running, without all the time on the plains in
Manitoba, Alberta, and Saskatchewan. Excellent crew. One of the conductors sat in the lounge car describing
the history and geography of part of the run, a train attendant repeatedly walked the consist asking people how
they were doing, plus a guide from the California RR Museum also provided commentary on a portion of the
trip. Ran late for some of the intermediate points, but got into my destination of Sacramento right on time.
Most Surprising Train: Crescent. The New Orleans-Charlotte run was far more visual than I expected.
Lots of interesting little towns, plenty of shack poverty (sad but interesting), and attractive rolling hills. Train
has a new Viewliner diner which is actually being used as a diner. Imagine that! Very pretty car.
Most Efficient Train: Carolinian. Basically a Northeast Corridor extension to Charlotte. North Carolina is
one of the states which “gets it” in its support for passenger trains. The Carolinian was on time at every stop.
The business car had an attendant with a cart who passed through every couple of hours with soft drinks, water, and coffee. Refurbished Amfleet car was nice. Common announcement: “We will have a full train, so if
you have any items on the seat next to you, please put them overhead. We will need that seat.” Of course, it
wouldn’t be Amtrak without an out-of-order bathroom somewhere. In this case, water was leaking from the
ceiling into the business car restroom. That’s got to be a first.
Most Overrated Scenery: Coast Starlight. The “Coast” portion of the Coast Starlight, along the Pacific
Ocean, is indeed magnificent. But much of the rest is either farms or the ugly side of urban. Oakland seemed
like one giant trackside homeless camp, with mattresses, garbage, and endless graffiti. (FYI- I only rode Sacramento-LA. I know the northern part of the run near Seattle is quite scenic).
(Continued on page 9)
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(RAILS ACROSS NORTH AMERICA-PART TWO...Continued from Page 8)
Least Interesting Scenery (as opposed to overrated): Sunset Limited. Lots of scrub brush. Lots. The Sunset did have an awesome crew, however. The sleeping car attendant (Yolanda C), left little hand-written
“Welcome Aboard” cards in the sleeper rooms. A genuinely nice touch.
Biggest Unfulfilled Potential: Capitol Limited. Terrific scenery from DC through WVA, MD, and PA.
Not a bad schedule if it runs on time, with a major midpoint city (Pittsburgh). Not sure why the coaches (I
went sleeper) were so empty. The food situation (more on that later) can’t help.
Timekeeping. On time (at least at endpoints): CZ, Starlight, Carolinian, Cardinal.
Late: Sunset (5 hours, into New Orleans 3 am), Crescent (1 hr 20 min), Capitol (90 min. Would have been on
time but hit and killed person – probable suicide – in Indiana.). Biggest cause for delays, other than on the
Capitol, was as in trip #1, freight train interference. The Sunset also lost some time due to a sandstorm in California, which apparently impacted the switches, although FTI (freight train interference) was still the primary
reason.
Food: Actually, quite good. Not just good for train food, but good, period. Of course, all the Amtrak long
-distance diner menus are the same (other than trains with diner-lites like the Cardinal, or with the
“contemporary and fresh” food like the Capitol and Lake Shore). So if you’re doing nearly 14,000 miles as I
did, you’d better get used to eating the same thing. But the steaks were cooked as requested, the fish was
tasty, the breakfast pancakes were large, and the lunchtime burgers were fine as well.
There was one big exception. Amtrak’s effort to save money with “contemporary and fresh” meals on the
Capitol and Lake Shore is, based on my experience, a complete debacle. The dining car has been downgraded
into a First Class lounge. You pick up your food at a counter. It’s a one-person operation. In response to
public outrage, Amtrak did add hot entrée options. But I never got to taste them.
When I boarded in DC, the sleeping car attendant asked what I wanted for dinner, and when. I picked a hot
entrée at 8 pm. Bad choice. When 8 pm rolled around, the entrée I wanted was out, as were the two other hot
items. The only things left were an item I did not like, and a kids’ meal – a cold turkey and cheese sandwich.
At least it came with a bag of Goldfish. $171 sleeping car fare. Cold sandwich and Goldfish. Ugh.
It’s a shame to spend so much time talking about one meal on one train. But when everything else was so
good, it’s a shame that one bad apple (actually, it would have been nice to even have an apple!) stood out so
negatively.
Our very own train: Trip #1 (Cin-NY) started on the Cardinal, and trip #2 (Chi-Cin) ended on the Cardinal.
The Cincinnati times are awful, but it’s still nice to have our train station actually have a train. And the Cardinal has some great crew members. On both trip #1 and trip #2, Janice was the sleeping car attendant and
Laverne was the LSA in the diner/lounge. They’ve been on 50/51 for years, and always greet the regulars with
a smile. Amtrak should be happy to have such dedicated employees.
Fellow passengers: Always a colorful lot on a long-distance train. I met people going from Los Angeles
to New Orleans for Jazz Fest, met high school students going home to a small Pennsylvania town after seeing
“Hamilton” in DC, and met many foreign tourists, all taking in the wonderful scenery you can only catch from
the train. I had meals with people from Switzerland, Australia, New Zealand, and India, among other places.
But two guys from the good old USA stand out as symbolizing what Amtrak has to deal with. This was at
lunch on the Sunset Limited. One of the guys was taking the through Texas Eagle car on his way to Indianapolis and the convention of the National Rifle Association. He was particularly excited because he was going
to see the President at that event.
“Trump!” said a guy sitting next to him. And they high-fived.
And there you have it. Two train passengers high-fiving the man who wants to eliminate the very train
they are taking. Go figure.
(Continued on page 10)
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Burlington route’s namesake town, Burlington, IA
from the CZ.

Denver skyline from the CZ.

Cleaning CZ windows in Denver, CO.

Somewhere in the Utah desert.

From CZ, former SP rotary in Roseville, CA

CZ in Sacramento, CA with ATK 40th Annie Paint scheme on
lead Unit.
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(RAILS ACROSS NORTH AMERICA-PART TWO...Continued from Page 10)

Delta King, sister (brother) to the Delta Queen, now a floating
hotel in Sacramento, CA.

Food stand at Sacramento’s minor leage ballpark.

California prison, San Luis Obisco, from Coast Starlight

This is why the Coast Starlight has its name.

Amtrak Car # 2230 named after George M. Pullman.

St. Charles streetcar, New Orleans, LA
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Frisco 2-8-2 in Birmingham, AL

New viewliner diner on the Crescent

Light rail in Charlotte, NC.

Union Station, Washington, DC.

Martinsburg, WV roundhouse, taken from the Capital Limited.

Ned’s Barber Shop, Cumberland, MD taken from the
Capital Limited. Note the Queen City ad on the side.
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John Biehn’s Steam News For June, 2019
Courtesy of Jim Corbett
Possible Restoration for Historic Locomotive...For the last thirty years, old logging locomotive No. 7 has beena centerpiece at the Historical Museum at Fort Missoula. There are dozens of unknowns about this locomotive that was manufactured in 1923 at the Willamette Iron and Steel Works in Portland, Oregon. This steam engine chugged up and down
tracks of the Blackfoot Valley hauling logs in the 1920's, 30's and 40's, and it came out of retirement in 1954 to co-star in
the Hollywood production of "Timberjack. "Larry Ingold and museum officials are in the early but encouraging stages of
figuring out how to save it from the elements, if not restore it. "At the very minimum, we want to make sure that it's preserved and that it doesn't continue to deteriorate," said Matt Lautzenheiser, the museum's executive director. There are
funding sources to identify and a condition report to complete before further restoration measures are considered, he added. No. 7 was designed as an improvement to the similar Shay engine manufactured in Lima, Ohio, and one of just32 of
what Ingold said were "kind of a 4-wheel drive steam engine" produced by Willamette Iron and Steel. Some 2,700 Shays
were built. The Anaconda Company's Lumber division in Bonner operated a fleet of eight logging locomotives. The other seven were Shays. No. 7 was the only one built by Willamette that was powered by coal steam rather than oil. Among
their endearing aspects: they were built for easy maintenance. No. 7 was first operated by William A. Clark's Western
Lumber Company, headquartered across the Blackfoot River from the Anaconda's Bonner mill. It was delivered in July,
1924 to Western Lumber's Arthur Spur, two miles east of Arlee. Anaconda bought out Western Lumber in 1928, putting
it to work mostly in the Blackfoot for the next 20 years. By the late 1940s, trucks had shouldered out trains in the logging world. No. 7 was retired in 1948 and stored in the Bonner mill yard until Republic Pictures came to town in 1954.
The motion picture "Timberjack," a tale of logging wars in the west was made featuring the locomotive. By the 1960's,
the locomotive was on display in a park adjacent to the Bonner plant. It was moved again in 1989 and hauled to Fort
Missoula, a gift from Anaconda's successor, Champion International. Larry Ingold spent 10 years operating Sierra Railway's Railtown 1897 State Historic Park in Jamestown, California. His resume is packed with the restorations and operations of historic engines, and he's lost count of how many movies he appeared in with trains. "Maybe 30 or 40," he said.
Retired, Ingold and his wife went looking for a project and he found one at Fort Missoula. The deteriorating engine
had been a sticking point at the museum for years. "One of the challenges of a project this big that's so specialized is you
really need somebody who knows what they're doing and is kind of willing to be a champion of a project like
this," Lautzenheiser said. " That's kind of what Larry's becoming for us. "Ingold held an exploratory meeting recently at
the museum that drew an estimated 35-40 people. Ingold said the grouphas two main goals: to assess the condition of the
locomotive inside and out, and to get a roof over its head for the first time in its life. Lautzenheiser said there are preservation grants available, some specific to train restoration and railroad history. Private donations and adopt-a-piston type
programs are also possibilities. "We see it as definitely a few years project," he said.
(Thanks to Kim Briggeman,
Missoulian.com, via Jay Lentzner)
Sierra No. 28 Returns...On June 1, Railtown 1897 unveiled the rebuilt No. 28 steam locomotive that had been under
restoration for the past five years. Volunteers and a professional mechanic toiled thousands of hours to bring the 2-80 back to life. No. 28 was built for the Sierra Railway by the Baldwin Locomotive Works of Philadelphia in 1922. The
engine was put out of service about ten years ago because walls of its firebox became too thin, running the risk of a boiler explosion. By the way, No. 28 was always an oil burning steam locomotive. It never burned coal. "In the 1920's a railroad locomotive like Sierra No. 28 probably cost around $30,000", said Eric Dowty, who helped lead the repair and restoration No. 28 project. Initial repair estimates to get No. 28 up and running were around $250,000, and the final cost
was about $700,000. "We had to do a lot of firebox work and put a whole new crown sheet on the firebox and boiler,"
Scott Botfield said. "New front bottom corners and new crown stays. New boiler jacket. New coat of paint." It took
more than 400 stay bolts, new high pressure steam tubes to run heat through the boiler, and hand-made custom-fit check
valves, safety valves and whistle bell. Historians say No. 28 was built for freight service, to carry general supplies to the
Central Sierra foothills and higher, including rock, cement and supplies into the mountains for dam-building projects.
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(Steam News... Continued from Page 13)
Outbound and back down towards the Central Valley, No. 28 hauled lumber and other natural products from mountain mills, mines
and quarries, plus live-stock and agricultural products including apples. No. 28 was featured in TV shows like Death Valley Days,
Overland Trails and Little House on the Prairie. Movie work included appearances in Bound for Glory and Chattanooga Choo Choo.
(Thanks to Guy McCarthy, Union Democrat.com)
Future Texas Steam...Former Southern Pacific steam locomotive No. 786 is currently under restoration at the Austin Steam Train
Association at Cedar Park, Texas. The locomotive was built by the American Locomotive Company's Brooks Works of Dunkirk,
New York in August, 1916. This locomotive was one of a group of twenty SP Mk-5 class 2-8-2 Mikados. No. 786 was placed in service on the Houston & Texas Central, a subsidiary of the Southern Pacific in September, 1916. She was retired from service and donated to the City of Austin in March, 1956 and placed on display until the locomotive was leased to the newly formed Austin Steam
Train Association in 1989 and removed from display the following year. Restoration began in 1990 and after a two year restoration
effort, the locomotive was operational again. Locomotive No. 786 ran for seven years until she was sidelined in 1999 following the
discovery of cracks in her cylinder saddle. This discovery sidelined the 786 for a repair which turned into a complete rails to stack
rebuild which continues to this day. Here's some of the latest restoration news as of June, 2019: Workers erected a 10x20 tent over
the cylinder saddle casting to let it dry out. Workers removed surface rust from the connecting rods on the south side, and re-applied
the Fuchs preservative. Sand blasted both sides of both rear cylinder castings and protected the machined sides with primer. Stored
four castings in the nearby twenty foot container to keep them dry. Essentially all the wheel work is complete and workers took the
drivers for several spins on the rip track. The Austin Steam Train Association does not currently have a date set for the return of 786.
Restoration work depends upon the amount of funds the group has on hand. If you would like to help with a donation, go to
https://www.austinsteamtrain.org/donate-786-fund/
Future Kentucky Steam...The Kentucky Steam Heritage Corporation announced recently that CSX Transportation and R J Corman
Railroad Group will partner to move the former C&O No. 2716, a 2-8-4 from the Kentucky Railroad Museum at New Haven, Kentucky to the Kentucky Steam Heritage center at Ravenna, Kentucky. The move will take place July 26-28, and will include several
stops as well as a public excursion. The proceeds from which will be shared by Kentucky Steam and the Kentucky Railroad Museum. The "Heritage Highball Excursion" will run out of New Haven and be a 2.5 hour, 24 miles round trip. It will take place as the
2716 is being towed towards Lebanon Junction, where the museum's trackage connects with CSX. There the steam locomotive will
proceed on CSX to Louisville and the excursion will return to New Haven. Tickets for the July 26 excursion are on sale at https://
www.kentuckysteam.org.CSX and R J Corman will spearhead the 200 plus mile move. Photo opportunities, public tours and displays
in cities along the route will be possible. The tentative route for the move will see the 2716 pass through Louisville and across the
former CSX, now R J Corman operated trackage. Towns along the way are Frankfort, Midway, Lexington and Winchester before
arriving at Ravenna, a former L&N terminal. Locomotive No. 2716 will be pulled by the Clinchfield F-7 No. 800. Kentucky Steam
plans to restore the 2716 to running order and intend it to be the center piece of the rail heritage center. For more information, go to
https://www.kentuckysteam.org/krh
Oregon Coast Scenic Saves Locomotive...The Oregon Coast Scenic Railroad has answered the call to help rescue a deteriorating steam locomotive and trainset on local display, averting the potential sale or scrapping of the equipment and setting the stagefor
its eventual restoration to operation. The Lions Club of Garibaldi had purchased the locomotive, Baldwin 2-8-2 No. 90 in 1963
when logging company Rayonier Inc., converted its railroad to diesel power. The equipment has been subject to weather and salt air
ever since, and its deteriorating condition became a concern to the Port ofGaribaldi, owner of the land where it was displayed. In
2018, the port ordered that the Lions Club needed to repair or stabilize the locomotive or it would have to be removed, with a deadline of May 8, 2019.The display site was just 100 feet from the facilities of the Oregon Coast Scenic, which has operated steam excursions since 2002.When the Lions Club placed an ad seeking bidders to buy the equipment because of its eminent eviction, the
railroad called a board of directors meeting, recognizing it was the only viable option to save the locomotive. Meetings between the
railroad, port, and Lions Club led to an agreement transferring ownership of the equipment to the railroad. The Oregon Coast is also
committed to restoring No. 90 to full operation-an option made possible because of the collaborative effort of these three groups.
(Thanks to Martin Hansen)
Colorado Steam.. The famous Rio Grande Southern Locomotive No. 20 rolled into the Colorado Railroad Museum on June 6 after
undergoing restoration in Strasburg, Pennsylvania for the past twelve years. While the locomotive is 80 % complete, the remaining
work will be done at the Colorado Railroad Museum under the supervision of Jeff Taylor, Curator of Rolling Stock and Equipment.
Originally built for the Florence & Cripple Creek Railroad in 1899, Locomotive No. 20 was a narrow gauge engine that could climb
the winding and steep Phantom Canyon to Colorado's last gold mining bonanza-Cripple Creek. By the late 1930’s, Locomotive 20
had become a fan favorite and was often requested by tourists or railway clubs for excursions. Hollywood "discovered" the locomotive and in 1949 it was used in the film, "A Ticket to Tomahawk." The 1899 engine was redressed to an 1876 look for its role as the
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(Steam News, Continued from Page 14)
Emma Sweeny. Once the final restoration is complete, the locomotive will not only be at the museum but also on a couple of other railroads across Colorado. (Thanks to the Colorado railroad Museum and 4 CBS Denver)
Trying to Save Canadian Steam...At South Dundas, Ontario sixteen years ago, the community was celebrating its success in saving an historic train and keeping it in its longtime location along County Road 2 next to Crysler Park Marina.
During the 2003 celebration Glenn Cunningham, a key leader in the Save the Train effort, said," We saved it, maybe
temporarily. Now it is up to the next generation to make sure it stays here. And now, it might be the next generation's
turn. In response to an inquiry from "The Leader," about the future of the train, Geoff Waycik, director of historic sites
for the St. Lawrence Parks Commission said, " SLPC is considering the future of the train which may include some form
of disposition. "He did say that the only item that is being discussed is the train (engine and two cars) and will not impact
the Aultsville Train Station or railway tracks. The Aultsville Train Station is an original building from the Lost Village
of Aultsville and the track in front of the station is the only remaining section from the old branch of the Grand Trunk
Railway that once connected the Lost Villages prior to the Seaway Flooding Project. The train was originally donated by
Canadian National Railways to the SLPC. The 2-6-0 steam locomotive was built in Kingston in 1910 at Canadian Locomotive Works for the Grand Trunk Railroad. Locomotive No. 1008 operated on the Moccasin local between Brockville
and Cornwall up until the time of the Seaway project. The cars are a 1901 passenger coach and a 1920 postal-baggage
car.In the opinion section of The Leader, it was noted that the decision to possibly dispose of the train was not acceptable. "Our community rallied before to save the train. While it is not an attraction, the SLPC can sell tickets to ride, it is a
cultural and historical landmark, important to South Dundas, and to the story of Upper Canada. Between Toronto and
Montreal, there are few reminders of the 1850s and 1860s, a crucial time in the growth of what became Ontario. Without
the Grand Trunk Railway, Canada West "Upper Canada" would not have grown into an economic engine driving a new
country....Canada. Symbolically, the train and station are a monument to those whose communities were moved or removed in the name of progress, due to the construction of the St. Lawrence Seaway. The train has become an area landmark. It attracts the young and young at heart. It should be preserved. Please don't take this grand old symbol of our heritage away from the South Dundas community. (Thanks to the Morrisburg Leader)
July Debut of Locomotive 1309 Postponed...Officials with the Western Maryland Scenic Railroad announced recently
that they are postponing the July debut of the Baldwin Engine No. 1309. The refurbish and return to service of the massive steam engine has been delayed multiple times since the 1949 locomotive was purchased five years ago. John Garner, WMSR general manager, said the train still has mechanical issues that require work. In addition to the postponement of the return of engine No. 1309, Allegany County received more bad news in regard to the condition of the
WMSR's rail lines which span from Cumberland to the Frostburg depot. "The track itself is property of Allegany County," said Brandon Butler, county administer. "With that, there is some TLC needed for the rails. We are looking at the
reports. We are looking at about 1,200 ties that look like they are in need of replacement as soon as possible. "Butler said
engine No. 1309 adds a significant increase in weight for the train. Officials said the cost will be roughly $150,000
for 1,200 ties, spikes, plates, weed spraying and inspections. Allegany County commissioner Dave Caporale asked about
the timeline for repairing the tracks. Mr. Garner said it should take about a month. So as of now, no date yet has been
determined for 1309's debut. Locomotive 1309 has a 2-6-6-2 wheel arrangement. It was a popular choice for eastern railroads that needed large motive power to get up the many hills and mountains. Built in 1949 by the Baldwin Locomotive
Works, No. 1309 served only seven years before being retired. It was the last steam locomotive produced by Baldwin for
domestic service in the U.S. (Thanks to Greg Larry, Cumberland Times-News, via Ken Borg)
Great Race Across The Midwest...The Big Boy No. 4014 is headed back out on the Union Pacific system beginning
July 8 for a tour. This time the 4-8-8-4 steam locomotive will travel through Illinois, Iowa, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Nebraska and Wyoming. Scheduled stops include Omaha, Nebraska July 13-14. St. Paul, Minnesota July 18. Duluth, Minnesota July 20. Altoona, Wisconsin July 23. Chicago, Illinois July 27-29. Des Moines, Iowa August 1 Omaha, Nebraska
August 3. North Platte, Nebraska August 6. For details, go to https://www.up.com/heritage/steam/schedule/index.htm
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July & August 2019 Meetings
The next two regular meetings of the Cincinnati Railroad Club will be held on the 2nd Thursdays at 7:30
pm on July 11, & August 8, 2019 at Harmony Lodge, 646 E. Epworth Ave, Winton Place. The evening’s
programs will be presented by Paul Grether and George Hamlin; See Club News, (page 2) for details.

Steam Locomotive 2926 nears completion of its restoration in Albuquerque, NM
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